
 

 
  

Week ending: 11.02.2022 
 

Classes Name Reason 

FCC Tommy  
 
 
 

Jigsaw: 
Ferdy 

Tommy has had a brilliant week this week! He has worked very hard on his letter 
formation and has capped off a brilliant week with impressing Mrs Hirst this 

morning, again with his writing! Well done Tommy. 
 

Today is sadly Ferdy’s last day in FCC. We will miss him but we are excited to 
hear all about his new adventures in his new school and hear all about his hopes 

dreams and goals coming true from our Jigsaw sessions this term.  
 

FQC   

1AW   

1GC Isobelle  
 
 
 

Chloe - Jigsaw 

For working so hard in Science this week – she made some clear predictions 
during the investigation and was able to write a clear evaluation. Well done 

Isobelle – you are a super scientist! 
 

Chloe – I am really pleased with your super attitude in our dreams and goals 
unit. You have worked hard to think about your dreams and how to achieve 

them. Well done Chloe – keep up this super attitude! 

2HC Freya  
 
 
 

Austen  

Freya has worked incredibly hard during our ‘Explore’ learning.  She has a 
wonderful attitude towards her learning.  Freya listens very carefully to 

feedback and acts on it brilliantly! 
  

Austen has tried really hard during our hopes and dreams unit.  He shows great 
resilience and determination to achieve his goals and this is showing throughout 

many areas of our curriculum – well done, Austen!  

2MA Franek 
 
 
 
 

Harriet 

I cannot express enough how pleased I am with the amount of effort and the 
amazing attitude to learning that Franek has shown this week.  He has listened 
carefully to all teaching points, produced some lovely pieces of work and made 

lots of valuable contributions to class discussions.  Well done Franek! 
 

Harriet showed amazing resilience in our hopes and dreams unit.  She worked 
with a partner on their combined project to design and make a bird for the 



garden of hopes and dreams really well despite finding this a daunting and tricky 
task at the beginning. 

3SH Naomi , 
Spencer, Ben, 

Ava  

For fantastic teamwork whilst making their volcanoes this week. I was so 
amazed by how well these children worked together, discussed ideas and took 

turns. They made every decision as a team and it was lovely to see.  

3RM  
Amelia 

For always giving 100% into everything she does. I am proud of her attitude, her 
resilience and the dedication she puts towards her presentation. Lots to be 

happy about Amelia – superstar! 

4LP  
Willow 

 
 
 

Pennie 

I have put Willow in Gold Book because she always works hard and her work is 
always beautifully presented. She also often has her hand up to answer 

questions, especially in maths lessons. 

Another always child. She is always kind, helpful and polite to others. She also 
makes thoughtful contributions to our class discussions. 

4NM  
Edward  

 
 

Jigsaw  
Ameila 

Well done to Edward who, whilst isolating at home. worked really hard to keep 
up with his school work, and went above and beyond to complete activities. 

Amelia for always being thoughtful, caring and understanding how other people 
are feeling. She is the first to offer comfort if someone is upset and is very kind. 

5DP Valencia  
 
 
 

Lewi 
 
 

For having an “always” attitude.  Valencia always goes above and beyond with 
her presentation, the detail of her work and content. She is a good friend to so 

many within the class and is “always” doing the right thing!  
 

Lewi this week during Jigsaw was participating to the group discussion either 
sensible and thought provoking questions. He was encouraging others and being 

a positive influence on everyone’s thoughts and ideas. He is an asset in 5DP 

5NW Grace  
 
 
 
 

Mollie  

For being resilient and not giving up.  Presentation is a challenge for Grace, I just 
love how she she is doing everything I ask of her to make improvements.  I have 

also been impressed with her, with her swimming lessons too, super attitude 
Grace, keep it up! 

 
On our Jigsaw scroll this week it is concerning helping others achieve their 

dream.  Mollie will always calmly help others and give her time.  She makes a 
kind and sensitive talk partner-well done! 

6SE   

6WW Jake 
 

Dougie - 
Jigsaw 

Jake has worked really hard this week on his algebra. He has impressed me with 
his positive attitude and surprised himself! 

Our jigsaw friend of the week is Dougie. Dougie has been a real friend to the 
people around him and is always willing to help people. A good friend to all.  

Lunch time 
stars this 

week 

This weeks lunchtime helpers are rom 5NW 

Thank you to Annabel, JJ, Olivia, Lily, Mollie , Luke  

 


